
Dear All 

AA GSO have issued the latest guidance on the COVID-19 regulations which will apply to AA meetings from 

Thursday 24th September and which replace those previously issued. 

“From the Government's new restrictions announced on 22nd September, in England AA groups of up to 

15 people are permitted to meet in person provided they meet in Covid-19 Secure Venues, strictly adhere 

to Social Distancing protocols and where local lockdowns are in place, to pay particular heed to local 

ordinances.” 

Source https://www.alcoholics-anonymous.org.uk/Members/Coronavirus-News 

Please note that meetings held outdoors whether associated with an existing meeting or not will continue 

to be subject to the 6 limit and additionally will not be covered by the EIG insurance. 

Although AA meetings are fortunate to have been allowed this exemption it is vital that Risk Assessments of 

the Venue and the activity of holding an AA Meeting are done and documented in conjunction with the 

Venue Landlord. Also, it must be ensured that indoor meetings are strictly adhering to Social Distancing 

protocols. For example you must ensure the agreed capacity limit is not exceeded, masks are being worn, 

Track and Trace is being accurately recorded and kept for 21 days etc. It is recommended you turn away 

individuals who refuse to abide by these protocols. Please further note that we have been advised that 

Essex County Council and Public Health England have the right to carry out spot checks and they almost 

certainly will. You should be aware that not only could a meeting be shut down and fines issued but there 

could be some extremely unwanted negative publicity. 

Tradition 4. “Each group should be autonomous except in matters affecting other groups or AA as a 
whole.” 

If an EIG meeting has carried out the appropriate COVID-19 assessment and wishes to reopen, please 
adhere to the following procedure: 

1. Advise GSO of any changes to time, address, duration etc. and request that GSO set the “Physical 
Meeting back open after lockdown” flag. You should also advise GSO in notes of any conditions eg 
Max number, earliest time to arrive, mask reminder etc. GSO can be contacted via 
groupinformation@gsogb.org.uk or by using any of the alternative methods detailed on our EIG 
Meeting News webpage. It may take a couple of days for GSO details to be updated. 

2. Advise EIG at the ecomm.essex@aamail.org email address of the intention of the meeting to 

reopen and when. If there was an online Zoom meeting being run by the meeting please advise EIG 

if it will continue to run alongside the physical meeting otherwise it will be assumed to have been 

closed 

3. The EIG ECLO will then check the details held at GSO and if all in order will update the EIG Meetings 

List and publish it on EIG Meeting News webpage 

NB. The physical meeting will only be insured once it appears on the EIG Meeting List with address and 

postcode details. 

With thanks to the other EIG Officers who contributed to this document 

Chris T (EIG Chair)  

PS. This document is available for download in PDF format EIG COVID19 should you wish to distribute to 

others who may not be aware. 
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